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Introduction

This document gives an overview of the DycoTrade Power BI reports related to the DycoTrade Commodity
Trade and Risk Management (CTRM) solution on Dynamics 365 Finance & Operations.
The reports are described on high level.
All reports are “quick start” reports, meaning that a customer can quickly start using the reports but
adaptations and customizations as a result of specific requirements are most of the time expected.
The Power BI reports are set up flexible and data is prepared as much as possible to be able to do quick
adaptations and customizations.
The set of available reports will be continuously extended.
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Sales Analysis

The Sales Analysis report has the following pages:
➢ Sales Analysis
several visuals giving insight in sales results
➢ Product Details
several visuals showing results by product
➢ Customer Details several visuals showing results by customer
➢ Contract Details table with contract details
➢ Sales KPI’s
results against budget
The Sales Analysis report shows the revenue and costs based on invoiced revenue and cost amounts on
inventory transactions. Margin is calculated as (revenue – costs).
Results are shown in several perspectives: time, product and customer.
The report has drill trough functionality. This means you can select a certain data point in a visual (month X,
Product Y) and drill trough to for example contract details to get the list of related contracts.
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KPI’s
On the Sales KPI’s page budget figures are loaded from external data via an Excel sheet.
In this case the budget is on product, customer and year level. The budget data is linked to the Dynamics
365 F&O data within the Power BI model.
The result “actuals vs budget” is calculated and visualized in gauges, icons and bar charts.
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Contract Analysis

The Contract Analysis report has the following pages:
➢ Sales Contracts
➢ Sales Details
➢ Purchase Contracts
➢ Purchase Details
➢ Commodity Exchange Contract (CEC)
➢ Commodity Exchange Contract Details
➢ Forex Contracts
➢ Forex Details
The Contract Analysis report contains information of all type of contracts: Sales, Purchase, Commodity
Exchange and Foreign Exchange.
For each type of contract two pages are available: one for high level aggregated analysis (in time, per
product, etc.) and one with a detailed list of contracts.
You can drill through from the analysis page to view the related contracts in detail.
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Position report & Mark to market

The Position report has the following pages:
➢ Position
➢ Mark to Market
➢ Contract Details
Position report
The Position page shows the running total position of a company at a given moment, where ‘Position’ is a
summation of:
• Inventory on hand (stock, physical inventory)
• Open Sales contract lines (past and future, based on delivery date)
• Open Purchase contract lines (past and future, based on delivery date)
• Open Commodity Exchange contract lines (past and future, based on delivery date)
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Mark to Market
The Mark to Market (M2M) page shows the (Sales, Purchase, CE) contract prices and values and the market
prices and values.
The M2M result is calculated as (contract value – market value).
The M2M result is also shown per month in a line graph.
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Inventory

The Inventory report has the following pages:
➢ Inventory on Hand
➢ Inventory over Time
➢ Inventory Transactions Details
Inventory on hand
The Inventory on Hand page shows an overview of all relevant measures of inventory by product group,
product and location. This is comparable with the on-hand overview in Dynamics 365 F&O.
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Inventory over Time
The Inventory over Time page shows the inventory value over selected months per product group per
product.
The value can be shown based on the physical cost amount or based on the financial cost amount.
The inventory value on the current date is given in the last column. The values are calculated at the first day
of the month within the range of the chosen number of months.
The current value is also found on the Inventory on hand page (physical cost amount or financial cost
amount).
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Inventory Transactions Details
The Inventory Transactions Details page gives a detailed overview on inventory transactions.
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Cashflow

The Cashflow report has the following pages:
➢ Cashflow
➢ Profit & Loss (P&L)
➢ Balance Sheet
Cashflow
The Cashflow page gives insight in the company’s current and future currency requirements. It retrieves
amounts from various modules in Dynamics 365 F&O (Sales, Purchase, Commodity exchange, Forex,
Finance) and groups them into monthly periods, indicating the month the cash flow movement will occur or
has occurred.
The amounts are compiled from the general ledger amounts included in the ledger liquidity setup,
customer and vendor transaction amounts, sales and purchases contract amounts, calculated costs
amounts for sales and purchases contracts and transport costs amounts, but only from cost groups that are
marked for inclusion in the cash flow, future sales and purchases amounts, and hedged sales and purchase
forex amounts.
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Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet
The Profit & Loss page (P&L) and the Balance Sheet page uses data directly from the Dynamics 365 F&O
ledger transactions.
These pages are Power BI variants of the Dynamics 365 standard financial reports, giving more flexibility
and analysis functionality.
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Invoice Aging

The Invoice Aging report has the following pages:
➢ Open Invoices (Due Date)
➢ Open Invoices (Invoice Date)
➢ Invoice Details
The Invoice Aging report shows all open customer invoices categorized per number of days open.
The number of days open is calculated from due date or from invoices date.
Data is shown by customer, top 5 customer and related to customer credit limit if applicable.
You can drill through to the detailed page to check related invoices in detail.
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Hedging

The Hedging report has the following pages:
➢ Hedging Overview (CEC)
➢ CEC Details (Sales)
➢ CEC Details (Purchase)
➢ Hedging Overview (Forex)
➢ Forex Details (Sales)
➢ Forex Details (Purchase)
The Hedging report shows information on hedging of Commodity Exchange contracts (CEC) and Foreign
Exchange contracts (Forex).
For CEC hedged and unhedged quantities are shown on product level.
For Forex hedged and unhedged amounts are shown for sales/purchase contracts having a divergent
trading currency from the accounting currency.
From both pages you can drill through to a detailed list of related sales/purchase contracts.
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Logistic Files/Transport

The Logistic Files/Transport report has the following pages:
➢ Overview
➢ Transport Movement
➢ Logistic File Details
The Logistic Files/Transport report shows information on transport movements via the information on
Logistic Files.
Information is shown on inbound, outbound and back to back movements by customer, vendor and
product group.
Product movement is dynamically visualized a map.
There is a drill trough to a detailed page showing details per Logistic File.
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